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APPARATUS FOR WASHINGAND DRYING ‘ 

FABRICS 
William A. Johnston, Mans?eld, Ohio, assignor to West 

' inghouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a 
corporation of Pennsylvania ' ‘ 

Application May 27,1955, Serial No. 511,675 
2 Claims. (or. 68-20) 

This invention relates to a machine for‘ washing and 
drying fabrics in a common chamber; the drying being 
effected by vaporization of water from the fabrics in a 
stream of heated air. An object of the invention is to 
provide an improved machine of this kind. 
A further object of the invention is to preclude, in 

an improved duct system for the circulation of air in a 
washer-drier, the admission of water to the duct system . 
during washing or other periods when the body of Water 

‘ in the machine is agitated. 
The invention is preferably applied to a washer-dryer 

of the type having a perforate basket rotatable about a 
generally horizontal axis for tumbling the fabrics Within 

‘ a chamber during washing and drying periods. The basket 
‘has an access opening in the front side thereof and a 
chute inclined upwardly and forwardly from the opening, 
provides access to the basket. During drying periods, 
moist air is translated from the chamber through a duct 
system in which the air is dried and heated before being 
returned to the chamber for the vaporization of water 
from the fabrics. In accordance with the invention, the 
duct structure terminates in a valve mechanism carried 
by the underside of the chute and the arrangement is 
such that the heated air discharged from the valve passes 
through an opening in the bottom of the chute and 
thence through the access opening of the basket directly 
upon the tumbling fabrics. During Washing periods, the 
valve is closed to preclude the entrance of water into the 
duct structure, it being understood that the air opening 
in the chute is subject to the splashing, agitated water 
in the chamber. The valve is preferably actuated by an 
electromagnet and may be interlocked with the air heater 
so that heating is carried out only when the valve is 
actuated to its open position. 
The foregoing and other objects are effected by the 

invention as will be apparent from the following descrip 
‘ tion taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, 
forming a part of this application, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a washer-dryer constructed 
in accordance with the invention, the outer housing of 
which is shown in section; 

Fig. 2 is a front view in section taken along the ‘line 
II-—II of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a section taken along the line III-4H of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 4 is a section taken along the lines IV——IV of 

Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 ‘is a view of a detail shown in the preceding 

views and is taken along the lines V~—-V of Fig. 6; 
Fig. 6 is a section taken along the line V,I—-VI of Fig. 5; 
Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 with the apparatus 

in a different position; and 
Fig. 8 is a section of a detail taken along line 

VIII-——VIII of Fig. 1. 
Reference will now be had to the drawings wherein‘ 

the invention is disclosed ‘applied to a domestic clothes 
washing and drying machine including a washing and 

‘ drying unit, generally indicated at 10 and suitably sup 
., ported within a housing 11. p The latter includes a front , 
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wall 12 having an upper portion 13 inclined upwardly and 
rearwardly of the machine and provided ‘with an access 
opening indicated at 14. The latter is closed by a suit 
able door structure 15 hinged, in any suitable manner, 
as shown at 16, to the front Wall 12 of the housing. ‘ 
The washing and drying unit-10 is supported within 

the housing in any suitable manner. but. is preferably 
suspended from a supporting rod 17, the latter being 
carried by the housing 11. Further reference to this 
supporting means is referred to hereinafter. The unit 10 
includes a tub or casing structure 18 enclosing a‘ generally 
cylindrical washing and drying chamber 19 and ‘an‘arcuate 
condensing compartment 21, the latter communicating 
with the chamber 19 by means of an opening 22 at the 
bottom of the chamber 19. The bottom portion of the 
condensing compartment 21 beneath‘ the opening 22 
de?nes a sump 23 from which water may be drained 
from the casing 18 by means ‘of a conduit 24 as described 
hereinafter. The casing 18 is providedwith a front wall 
25 which includes a chute 26 inclined upwardly and for 
wardly‘ of the wall member 25. As set forth hereinafter, 
there may be relative movement between‘ the unit 10 
and the housing 11 so that a ?exible wall or boot 27 is 
provided between these members. 'As‘ best shown in 
Fig. 3, the boot 27 is connected to the outer end of the 
chute 26 and peripherally thereof, the opposite or‘ outer 
end of the boot 27 being ?xed to the front wall 13 periph 
erally of the access opening 14 therein. The boot 27 
and the chute 26 enclose a relatively large access passage 
28 for the ingress and egress of fabrics to and from the 
casing 18. ‘ ‘ 

During treatment,‘ the fabrics are tumbled within a 
rotating basket 31, a portion of which is perforate, a 
number of perforations being indicated at 32.‘ ‘ The 
basket 31 is disposed for rotation about a generally‘hori 
zontal axis within the tub 18 and, in this‘connection, is 
provided with a shaft 33 ‘extending rearwardly of the 
basket 31 and suitably journaled in a bearing structure 34. 
The latter‘is carried by a rear wall 35 of the casing struc 
ture 18. The basket 31 is provided with a relatively large 
opening 36 at the front side thereof which registers with 
the access passage 28 in the chute structure‘26.‘ During 
slow speed rotation of the basket 31,,the tumbling of 
the fabrics is promoted by a plurality of vanes 37 extend 
ing radially inwardly within the basket 31.‘ i p ‘ 

Rotation of the basket at relatively low speed of, for 
example, 45 R. P. M. during washing ‘and drying periods 
and at a relatively high speed of approximately 180 R. P. 
M. during centrifuging periods is effected by an adjustable 
two speed mechanism, generally indicated at 38 and driven 
by an electric motor 39 through a, ?exible coupling 41. 
(See Fig. 3.) The two speed ‘mechanism 38is of‘any 
suitable construction commonly employed, for driving 
washing and centrifuging apparatus of the domestic type. 
As the construction and operation of such two speed mech 
anisms are so well understood in the art, further de 
scription is deemed unnecessary. As shown, the mecha 
nism 38 drives a sheave 42 by means‘of a belt 43, the 
sheave 42 being suitably secured to the sh.afti_33 of the 
basket. The two speed mechanism 38 and, the ‘motor 
39 are carried by the casing 18 by means of a series‘ of 
supporting brackets generally indicated at‘ 44. ; 
During operation of the basket at centrifuging speed ‘and 

during acceleration of the basket to ‘such speed, “objec 
tionable vibrations may be excited in the suspended unit 
10 because of any load unbalance in thehbasket. Due to 
the pendulum like support of the unit 10 from the rod 17, 
horizontal components of these vibrations are isolated‘in 
part from the outer housing 11 and,‘therefore, the forces 
tending to slide the housing 11 on its support are‘ reduced. 
Vertical components of the vibrations tending‘to lift ‘the 
machine are resisted by‘the mass- of the unit‘l? as well 
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-..as.the..housing.11. . This. method of supportingthe unit 10 
is disclosed and claimed in-,.the copending application of 
E. K. Clark, Serial No. 387,108, ?led Oct. 20, 1953, and 

2:assignedrtozthe;:assignee \of the‘ present application. ‘The 
1‘purposezofthisgmethod ofrsuspension of'the unit10 iszto 
‘permit winaxfreetstanding. machine, a higher centrifuging 
,speed than _ispobtainable .Where the unit 10 is ?xed to'the 
outerhousing 11. 
{Washing .wateryis. admitted to the machine in any con 

ventional manner. :Aszshown, hot and cold water is con 
veyedrthroughp respective ,conduits'45 and 46 to a water 
mixing device- 47 '_(Fig..4). Water is conveyed from the 
watermixing'device'47 through a conduit 48. to an elevat 

‘:[Gd' region 'of;the.;.honsing>‘11- and across an air gap49 
;,~.pf;a;~suitable vaeuumbreaker 51 and-thence through a 
~conduit, 5210 a~wateradrnission~ ori?ce 53, as shown in 
1' Figs. 1 and 4. .Thetwater mixingdevice 47 may be of any 
:conventional construction and employs a plurality of 
1r.valves5_~_(not shown).v foncontrolling the passage of water 
vifromfthefhotand cold'water conduits 45 and 46 to the 
--conduitr48. ' vThese valves are actuated by respective sole 
,;noids~5,4, 55;.and;5,6. _ It will be understood that when the 
solenoid/54 isqenergizedhot water is delivered from the 
;,device,,17. for._;,high Iemperaturewashing period. When 
‘the valve/55,;is energized,_a lower temperturernixture of 
.1 hot; android-water,’ is’ delivered to'the conduit48 and, 
'when .thesolenoid 56 ;is energized, cold water alone is 
~.deliv_ered- to the conduit 48. The latter operation occurs 
-, duringdrying-periods, the cold water being employed for 
. condensing-vapor ‘from the air inthe condensing compart 
. ment 21- asset forth in detail hereinafter. 

- Vitiated wateriis discharged from the casing 18 prefer 
.ably'by ‘means ofa centrifugal pump 57, the intake of 
which is connected to the conduit 24. The pump dis 
charges into; a-conduit 58 extending outwardly through 
-,thet,rrearlwall ofthe ‘housing 11 to a suitable point of 
discharge (Fig.2). Since there is no valve connected 
.-in,the water discharge system, the conduit 24, the pump 
;'57¢and.the portion of the discharge‘v conduit 58, which is 
_,.below -_the';level~of water in the casing 18 are flooded 
whenqwateris contained within the casing 18. Accord 

. ingly, it .is understood that the discharge conduit 58 must 
extend to a point above the level of the water in order 
,to preclude gravitation of water from the tub through 
this ‘conduit. The dischargeof water from the tub is, of 

:course,t.reffected by starting operation of the pump. The 
.pump. may be driven by the main motor 39 in any .suit 
able manner. ASzSl'lOWIl, a friction wheel 59 having a 
,resilient.tread-iszdrivenbythe motor’ 39 and is engageable 
vwith a second friction wheel 61 driving the pump (see Figs. 
.12 and~3). Operation of the pump ~57:is terminated by dis 
connectingthe. friction wheels 59 and 61. As shown,~the 
upurjnpn57,is .carried' by awbracket63suspended from, a 
_pivotwpin164, the latter being supported by a bracket 65 
;-secured; in: anywwellunderstood manner to the casing 
18. , A-‘tension spring 66 biases thepump 57 to the left, 
as viewed. in Fig. 2,, so that the'friction wheels 59 and 
,61 areengaged for thedriving .of the pump. In order to 
disengage the friction wheels 59 and 61, a magnet. 67 
..is-provided, ,thewmovablearmature ,68 of which is :con 
‘,nected _tolthe pump 57. by a link 69. Upon energization 
wofr-the ‘magnet 67,,thelink 69 and pump, 57 are swung 
,to the right,'as viewed in Fig.- 2, for the separationof the 
:friction wheels59~and 61. _It' will be understood that the 
conduits 24 and 58., are ?exible to permit the recited move— 
.ment of thepump 57. 

-1 Consideration will now be given to the air circulating 
.11 apparatus which-is effective during thev clothes drying pe 
;'~1'i0d5. Referring-?rst to thecondenser, the condensing 
»'».-eompartment~-21-is preferably formed byv ashell 71. which, 
“.‘ii?j;CI'QSS‘2SGCtiOI1,';iS;Ch8I1Ilel shaped, as best shown in Fig. 
58 _‘The,shell,71i";has-_opposed.,side walls, 72, the inner 
.cendszof'which;;arersecured to .7 an arcuate_,.portion"74 of 
_:;the casing~.18,;in1anyzsuitablemanneras by welding. The 
enpperendtof the.;_ccndensing:- compartment; 21.- _is,.c1os¢d 
by a head 75 having an air passage 76 formed therein. 
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The.head75.may also includethe Water admissionQIi?ce 
53 referred to heretofore, as best shown in Fig. 1. Adja 
cent the upper end of the shell 71, a baf?e or tray 77 is 
arranged transversely within the condensing compartment 
21. This tray 77 is suitably secured within the shell 71 
with its side margins spacedfrom the side walls 72 to form 
relatively narrow passages indicated at 78. Also the inner 
edge of the tray or baf?e 77 is spaced from the arcuate 
wall portion 74 to de?ne relatively narrow passages 79. 
The tray 77 is further provided with a pair of relatively 
large openings 81 for the passage of air moving upwardly 
in the condensing compartment 21. vThe water admitting 
ori?ce 53 is indicated in broken linesin Fig. 8 and it will 
be noted that the water is discharged in a mid portion 
of the tray 77 for passage throughthe slots 78 and 79. In 
order to prevent the water from pouring over the edge of 
the air openings 81, the edges of the ba?ie 77 forming 

‘ these openings are turned upwardly asindicated ati82 to 
form dams. 
The purpose of the tray 77 is to insure that the cool 

ing water of the condenser ?ows in a ?lm'downwardly 
over the walls forming the condensing compartment 21 
and particularly over the wall 74. By passing the cool 
ing water in a thin ?lm through the compartmentZl, 
the heat transfer area between the water and the air is 

‘ maintained at a high value for the e?icient abstraction 
of heat from the air by the water. The ba?le will also 
form the washing Water admitted to the machine in a ?lm 
for passage over the walls of compartment 21 and thereby 
maintain the surfaces of these walls in a clean condition. 

The air which moves upwardly within the condensing 
compartment 21 travels through the air passage 76 and 
enters a downwardly extending duct 83, vthe lower por 
tion of which communicates with the casing 84 of a 
blower 85. The runner of the blower is shown at 86 
and driven by a suitable electric motor 87. The air dis 
charged by the blower 85 is heated by an electric heater 
88 of any suitable construction and arranged within a 
shell v89. As shown, the heater 88 is of the sheathed 
type. Preferably, heat insulating material, not shown, 
is packed around the heater shell 89 to reduce the radia 
tion of‘heat therefrom to the surrounding atmosphere. 

In accordance with the present invention, the relatively 
dry heated air passing from the heater 88 travels through 
.a valve mechanism, generally indicated at 91, and thence 
through an air discharge opening 92 formed in the bot 
tom portion of the chute 26. As shown, a screen 93 may 
be arranged in the opening 92 to prevent articles of 
clothing from entering the valve mechanism 91. The 
heated air discharged through the opening 92 is directed 
through the open front of the basket 31 and directly into 
contact with the tumbling fabrics. Accordingly, a rela 
tively large area of the bundle of fabrics is presented to 
the stream of heated air at all times and the vaporization 
of water from the fabrics is carried out in the most e?i 
cient manner. The humidi?ed air passes through. the 
opening 22 at the bottom of the casing and enters :the 
condensing compartment 21. As this air passes upwardly 
through the compartment 21, it is subjected to the rela 
tively large area of the cold water ?lm passing downwardly 
over the walls of the compartment 21. The temperature 
of‘the air is depressed substantially below its dew point 
temperature so that vapor in the air is condensed and 
precipitated in the compartment 21 for discharge by the 
pump 57 along with the cooling Water. It might also be 
pointed out at this time that lint particles carried by the 
air are also entrained in the water and discharged by the 
pump. The cool, dried air leaving the condensingcom 
partment 21 passes through the openings 81 and the pas 
sage 76 for reheating by the heater 88 as described. 
_As best shown in Figs. 5 to 7 inclusive, the valve 

vmechanism 91 includes a body 94 which may be cast to 
provide inlet and outlet chambers 95 and 96. ,The body 
-941 has..a valve seat .97 intermediatesaid,chambers. _95 
and 96 and a valve member 98 having a resilient rim‘ '9 
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cooperates with the seat 97. It will be noted that the 
valve seat 97 and the walls de?ning the outlet chamber 
96 are sloped to drain any water entering the chamber 
96 toward the opening 92 in the chute 26 for return to 
the casing 18. The valve 98 is carried by a pin 101 
secure-d in an arm 102, the latter being welded or other 
wise ?xed to a shaft 103. As best shown in Fig. 5, the 
shaft 103 is journalled in the valve body 94 and has an 
actuating arm 104 secured to the outer end thereof. The 
latter arm 104 is linked, as shown at 105, to the armature 
106 of an electro-magnet 107. The arrangement is such 
that, when the magnet 107 is deenergized, the armature 
106 and valve member 98 are in the position shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6. Accordingly, the valve 91 is closed to 
prevent the entrance of water splashing about in the chute 
26 during washing periods from entering the heater shell 
89. When the magnet 107 is energized the valve 91 is 
open to permit circulation of air to the chute 26, this 
position being effective during drying periods as described. 
Preferably, a tension spring 110 is employed to bias the 
actuating arm 104 and shaft 103 to the valve-closed posi 
tion thereof. 
The electromagnet 107 and the heater 88 are, prefer 

ably, energized and deenergized simultaneously by a suit— 
able switching means, not shown, so that the valve 91 
will be open at any and all times that the heater is ren 
dered active for the heating of air. Another method of 
interlocking the valve 91 and heater includes a switch 
108 carried by the valve body 94 and having a switch 
operating plunger 109. The latter is depressed from the 
position shown in Fig. 6 wherein the switch is open to 
the closed position of the switch 108 shown in Fig. 7 by 
a cam 111 carried by and movable with the valve actuat~ 
ing arm 104. It will be understood that the switch 108 
is biased to its switch-open position at all times. The 
switch 108 is connected to control the heater 88 so that 
any time the magnet 107 is energized to open valve 91, 
the switch 108 will be closed by the cam 111 to render 
the heater 88 active. Switches of the type shown at 108 
are well understood in the art and need not be further 
described. 

During washing and rinsing periods, the fabrics are 
tumbled in the body of ?uid in the casing 13 by the rotat 
ing basket, all of which is well understood. The body 
of water during these operations is agitated and splashed 
about. The entering of the agitated water into the air 
heater is prevented as the valve 91 is closed during these 
operations. At the conclusion of the ?nal rinse period, 
the pump is operated, as described, by the deenergization 
of its magnet 67 and the engagement of the friction 
wheels 59 and 61. The vitiated rinse Water is discharged 
and operation of the pump continues throughout the 
centrifuging and drying steps which follow. During cen 
trifuging, a substantial portion of the water contained in 
the fabrics is extracted and then removed by the pump. 
The drying step follows the centrifuging step and is initi 
ated by energizing the heater 88, the fan 86 and the mag 
net 107 with the consequent opening of the valve 91. 
At this time, cold water is delivered to the condenser for 
condensing vapor in the air stream. The drying opera 
tion has been described heretofore in detail and need not 
be repeated. At the conclusion of the drying operation, 
the apparatus is deenergized and the washed and dryed 
fabrics may then be removed. 
From the foregoing description, it will be apparent that 

an improved machine for washing and drying fabrics is 
provided wherein the heated air is effectively directed 
through the tumbling fabrics for the vaporization of water 
therefrom. The construction and arrangement of the 
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apparatus is such that the washing waters are prevented 
from entering the air circulating and heating system even 
though the latter communicates with a region of the wash 
ing chamber adjacent the normal level of water therein. 
While the invention has been shown in but one form, 

it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that it is not 
so limited, but is suceptible of various changes and modi 
tications without departing from the spirit thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a machine for washing and drying fabrics, the 

combination of a casing enclosing a washing and drying 
chamber, a perforate basket rotatable about a generally 
horizontal axis within said chamber for tumbling the 
fabrics in a body of washing water during washing periods 
and in a body of heated air for the vaporization of water 
from the fabrics during drying periods, said basket having 
an access opening formed in an end thereof, a chute ex 
tending upwardly and forwardly from the access opening 
and enclosing an inclined passage communicating with 
said access opening, said chute having an opening formed 
in the bottom thereof, a duct structure for conveying air 
through said opening in the chute and thence to said 
chamber, means for translating said air through the duct 
structure, means for heating the air, a valve mechanism 
including a hollow body ?xed to the chute and the duct 
structure, a wall within the hollow body and extending 
transversely thereof, said wall being inclined toward the 
bottom of the chute for draining water to the chute, an 
annular wall member extending upwardly from said trans~ 
verse wall and de?ning an air passage therewithin, said 
annular wall member having a valve seat formed in the 
upper end thereof, a valve cooperating with the seat and 
electrically operated means for closing and opening the 
valve mechanism during washing and drying periods of 
operation, respectively. 

2. In a machine for cleaning and drying fabrics, the 
combination of a casing enclosing a cleaning and drying 
chamber, a perforate basket rotatable in said chamber 
about a generally horizontal axis for tumbling the fabrics 
in cleaning ?uid and subsequently in a body of heated air 
for the vaporization of ?uid from the fabrics, said basket 
having an access opening in one end thereof, a chute ex 
tending upwardly and forwardly from the access opening 
and de?ning an inclined passage communicating with said 
access opening, said chute having an opening formed in 
the bottom side thereof, a duct structure conveying air 
through said opening in the chute and thence to said cham 
ber, means for translating air through the duct structure, 
means for heating the air, a valve mechanism including 
a hollow body secured to the chute and said duct struc 
ture, a wall extending transversely within the hollow body 
and inclined toward the bottom of the chute for the drain 
age of fluid to the chute, an annular wall member ex 
tending above the transverse Wall and enclosing a passage 
for air, said annular wall member having a valve seat 
formed on its upper side, a valve cooperating with said 
seat, a solenoid-operated mechanism for closing and open 
ing the valve during the respective cleaning and drying 
periods and an electric switch interlocked with the valve 
and movable to closed and open stations as the valve is 
actuated to open and closed positions, respectively. 
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